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Abstract:
The paper presents an eddy current tomography setup with high spatial resolution and high accuracy of measurements of signal on detection coil. In proposed solution both amplitude as well as phase shift are measured, which gives the possibility of calculation of spatial distribution of both permeability and resistivity of tested element. As a result, presented setup creates possibility of effective detection of discontinuities in cylindrical elements, which opens new possibilities for industrial applications of eddy current tomography.
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1. Introduction
Detection of discontinuities in the cast is necessary in manufacturing processes, in which the elements are made with special requirements regarding both their durability and mechanical properties. Examples of such components may be the bodies of precision laboratory weights pressure casted of aluminum alloys. Currently, to investigate the internal structure of these elements and for the detection of discontinuities (e.g. porosity), the X-ray method is used [1, 2]. However, the use of X-rays in an industrial environment is expensive, especially because of the need to meet safety requirements.

An alternative to the use of X-ray tomography can be eddy current tomography [3, 4, 5]. It allows for simultaneous measurement of magnetic susceptibility and resistivity of the material [6] in the tested element. Consequently, eddy current tomography opens completely new possibilities for detection of discontinuities in structures in industrial conditions.

There are two steps during eddy current tomography imaging [7]. Firstly, influence of tested element on the coupling of two coils is measured during the movement of the element. Next, the shape of the element together with its internal structure is recalculated with the use of finite element method, on the base of Maxwell’s equations [8].

Different methods of inverse eddy current tomography transformation were previously presented [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. However, it seems that development of eddy current tomography setup with high spatial resolution and high accuracy of measurements was not presented previously. This paper fills this gap, which enables further development of more effective and accurate algorithms for inverse, eddy-current tomography transformation.

2. Method of Investigation
Figure 1 presents the testing elements for eddy-current tomography experiments. This elements consists of a cylinder with prism-shaped inclusion. Cylinder had 30 mm of diameter and 120 mm height, whereas all prisms created 13 mm deep inclusion with 4 mm, 8 mm and 12 mm width, respectively. Two
elements were used during the investigation: construction steel cylinder with copper prism and copper cylinder with steel prism. This form of samples simulates conductive, ferromagnetic element with nonmagnetic crack (such as the crack in the column), as well as conductive nonmagnetic element with ferromagnetic inclusion.

The proposed mechanical system for eddy current tomography experimental setup is presented in Figure 2, whereas schematic block diagram of signal processing unit is presented in Figure 3.

Experimental setup shown in Figure 2 is based on two coils (2): exciting and detection. Tested object (1) is transported between these coils. Linear (3) and

Fig. 3. Schematic block diagram of electronic signal processing unit in eddy-current tomography

Fig. 3. Visualized results of measurements of amplitude of the signal on detection coil as a function of linear movement L and rotation for model steel elements with copper inclusions of given width: a) 4 mm, b) 8 mm, c) 12 mm

Fig. 4. Visualized results of measurements the volume of tangent of angle between signal on measuring coil and signal given on driving coil as a function of linear movement L and rotation $\phi$ for model steel elements with copper inclusions of given width: a) 4 mm, b) 8 mm, c) 12 mm
rotary (4) actuator provide appropriate movement of the object. As a result tomographic measurements may be done with resolution of linear movement up to 0.1 mm at the 100 mm movement range, whereas rotation resolution during the measurements is up to 1°. Tested sample was in the axes of coils in position related to about 45 mm of linear movement.

Exciting coil is powered by a current sine wave with 2 kHz frequency, generated by a sinusoidal voltage generator circuit using ICL8038 integrated circuit and voltage-to-current converter with large output current. Signal from detection coil is amplified and the first harmonic (2 kHz) is filtered. From practical point of view, other harmonics are negligible due to the fact, that magnetization process for lower magnetizing field is connected with bending of magnetic domain wall. As a result it is nearly linear.

After filtering, the electronic measuring system provides a measurement of both the amplitude of the signal obtained in the detection coil and the angle of the phase shift with respect to the magnetizing coil driving signal. Phase shift is measured as a tangent of the shift between the driving coil signal and detected signal. All measuring data are collected by ARM1114 microcontroller produced by NXP. This microcontroller also controls both linear and rotation actuator as well as provide measuring data to PC for further processing.

3. Results of Investigation

The results of measurements of amplitude on the detection coil for all three testing elements are presented in Figure 3, while the results of measurements of the tangent of angle between signal on measuring coil and signal given on driving coil are shown in Figure 4. The figures show the changes of amplitude value and of tangent of the angle between signals, as a function of the rotation and linear movement of the tested element.

During the tests, the repeatability of measurements was verified. Standard deviation of measurements in point doesn’t exceed 1%. Such high repeatability is very important from the point of view of accuracy of the results of further inverse tomographic transform.

Results of similar measurements of amplitude and tangent of angle between signal on measuring coil and signal given on driving coil, carried out in the same conditions but for copper rod elements with diversified steel inclusions are presented in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.

---

**Fig. 5.** Results of measurements of amplitude of the signal on detection coil as a function of linear movement $L$ of the element and its rotation $\phi$ for copper rod elements with different width of steel inclusions: a) 4 mm, b) 8 mm, c) 12 mm.

**Fig. 6.** Results of measurements of tangent of angle between signal on measuring coil and signal given on driving coil as a function of linear movement $L$ of the element and its rotation $\phi$ for copper rod elements with different width of steel inclusions: a) 4 mm, b) 8 mm, c) 12 mm.
4. Conclusions

Presented in this paper eddy current tomography setup creates possibility of tomography measurements with resolution much higher than previously reported [7]. Moreover, the obtained results confirm possibility of non-magnetic inclusion in ferromagnetic cylindrical elements assessment. In sensing coil the value of amplitude changes up to 60% during the measurements and up to 400% for measurements of similar steel rods. Tangent of angle between the signal on measuring coil and the signal given on driving coil for test elements described above changed about 40% and 60%, respectively. Repeatability of these measurements was calculated by standard deviation of indication. It was about 1% for both amplitude and tangent of angle between signal on measuring coil and signal given on driving coil.

The results presented in the paper confirm that presented eddy current tomography setup is suitable for non-destructive testing of rod-shaped elements. During the tests, the spatial distribution of both permeability and resistivity can be determined. It creates the possibility of detection of all types of discontinuities in construction materials, both ferromagnetic and non-magnetic.
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